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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an algorithm for multipath channel parameter estimation by an improved Prony 
method. This algorithm applies a modified regularized spectral estimation to the conventional SVD 
Prony method. This method requires no a priori information on the number of multipath. The perform
ance of the proposed algorithm is almost the same as that of the SVD based multipath channel par 
ameter estimation algorithm.

I. Introd니Gtion

Multipath propagation has been of interest to 
engineers in communication, radar, underwater tel
emetry and others for decades. The demand for 
higher bit rates in digital telecommunication, re 
quiring wider bandwidth and advanced modulation 
schemes, makes detailed modeling crucial since the 
multipath may induce degradation. For example, the 
reception of several differently delayed replicas of 
the transmission causes intersymbol interference in 
the time domain and deep selective fades, known as 
wnulls'' or "notches” in the frequency domain.

For the multipath chann이 parameter estimation, 
many different methods have been studied, e.g. 
adaptive techniques, the Prony model based method 
and others! 1, 2]. The Prony model based method 
uses the SVD to solve the Prony model. In solving by 
the SVD, however, the exact Prony model can not be 
derived if there is no a priori information about the 
number of received rays which is the same as the 
number of principal eigenvalues of Prony model 
matrix. A method to circumvent the shortcoming of 
the SVD was proposed, which is the multiple regul 
arization inverse method[3]. The method does not 
require a priori information of the number of princi
pal eigenvalues. Unfortunately performance of the 
multiple regularization inverse method degrades in 
the case of short time recorded noisy data. This 
degradation was improved by the modified regub 

arized spectral estimation method(MORSE)[4].
In this paper, we propose two algorithms based on 

the MORSE to estimate multipath channel par 
ameter estimation without a priori information re
ferring to the number of received rays. One of the 
algorithms directly applies 나le MORSE algorithm to 
the Prony based multipath parameter estimation 
and the other is a simplified one of the above algor 
ithm.

In Section U, the Prony based multipath channel 
parameter estimation algorithm is described. In Sec
tion HI, m니tipath channel parameter estimation 
algorithms based on the MORSE is proposed. The 
performance is demonstrated in Section and we 
conclude in Section V.

II. Prony based multipath channel 
parameter estimation

We assume that a multipath signal is the sum of 
the finite number of delayed and attenuated copies 
of transmission signal. The impulse response of the 
multipath channel is eqn 1[1, 2].

h(t) = V 玦)， (1)k I

wdiere 臥 is the attenuation factor of the 妍h path 
and Tk is the delay factor of the Sth path. In the fre 
quency domain, eqn. 1 is transformed to
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where coB = coo + and Aco frequency sampling 
distance. Eqn. 2 has AR relationship as eqn. 3 [1].

N N
f‘ £ OF ― n+m> (3)

From eqn.3 we can derive the prediction polynomial 
Pn(z) as

Pn⑵=£ XiZN~\ (4)i = 1

where 瓦 is the Z?th zero of eqn. 4. The delay factor 
can be derived from the zeroes and eqn. 2. To esti
mate the 가 , FBLP method Is usually used.

If we measure M data values which contain No 
rays, N th order (M〉N〉N°) linear prediction can 
be used as eqn. 5 [1, 2].

h = HX, (5)

where h is 2(M—N)X 1 vector, H is 2(M~N)XN mat
rix and X is NX 1 vector. Eqn 5 is solved as eqn 6.

人(6)

where if1 is the complex transpose of H. In high 
SNR HhH has Nq rank which is the same as the 
number of received rays and then eqn. 6 is also 
expressed as eqn. 7 by SVD [L 2].

where 跖 is the z-th eigenvector of HHHt a is the i-th 
eigenvalue of HhH, and r~HHh.

The estimates of the attenuation factors come 
from eqn. 8 and eqn. 9.

h=Wbt (8)

/>=(WH W)~l WH h, (9)

where h=[HQt Hx, •••, Hm-iV b = [bit b2,…，bN]

1 1
- Zi …2/V

and W = .

DI. Multipath channel parameter estimation 
based on MORSE

If the measurements are noiseless and correspond 
exactly to the model in eqn. 2, has rank No 
and only the first No eigenvalues of f户 H are non 
zero. In practice, the correct model order No is not 
known a priori, so it should be estimated. In this 
case, the MORSE can be applied effectively [41. The 
method derives the regularization coefficient 由, 
iteratively for each eigenvalue by eqn. 10.

응 (/： —2 — VK(K ~4)) Xi > 4 
俾=

00 y,M4, (1 이

wdtiere 为= |z建기〃兄, in which 跖 is the z-th eigen
vector of Hh H and 為 is the variance of noise.

The regularization coefficients become large for 
noise eigenvalue and small for signal eigenvalues. If 
the regularization coefficient is applied to eqn. 11, 
the effect of noise eigenvalues is selectively reduced 
so considerably that the results of the estimation Is 
almost equivalent to that of the result of SVD based 
method with known number of the model order[3, 4].

The MORSE based estimation procedure is summar
ized in table 1. In the table 1, the procedure is com
posed of the initial conditioning part, i)~iv), and the 
estimation part, v)〜x).

In this paper a simplified MORSE based pro
cedure is also summarized in table 2. In the simpli
fied procedure, initial noise variance is derived from 
the least eigenvalue In the SVD of data matrix H be
cause the real noise variance has the relationship 
as eqn. 12 [5]. This makes it possible to calculate 
the regularization factors without the initial noise 
estimation procedure in [4],

兄 그 云■一Q- (the smallest a,)2. (12)2x(M —NJ

where d*  is the noise variance and s is ith eigen
value of data matrix H.

The coefficients estimates of b, are found as ordi
nary least square solution of eqn. 9 given the zero 
estimates ｛招旗.

The simplified MORSE based estimation enables 
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us to skip initialization steps in table 1, from step 
(i) to step (iv), and replace them with the single equ
ation of eqn. 12.

Finally we compare the MORSE based Prony 

algorithms with the SVD based Prony algorithm in 
table 3. In table 3 the SVD based Prony algorithm is 
a special case of the MORSE based Prony algorithm.

Table 1. Multipath channel parameter estimation procedure based on modified 
regularized spectral estimation method

i) initialize 缶 with any small value, and create FBLP data matrix H and
h vecior in eqn. 5.__________________________________________

ii) estimate noise variance 兄 with H, h and by eqn. Tla.
iii) calculate regularization factor by eqn. Tib with noise variance 兄， 

eigenvector u, and r for all eigenvalues.
iv) go to v) if reg니arization factors converge, otherwise repeat ii) and iii).
v) inverse matrix with the regularization factors by eqn. 11 and estimate 

spectrum aj) in eqn. 4.
vi) increase 兄 to 。％=兄+就，estimate 出 by eqn. 10 for all eigenvalues 

and update spectrum pq舟,
vii) test convergence between p근아 log spectrum and updated log spectrum.
viii) repeal vi) and vii) until the log spectrum converges._________________
ix) estimate zeros,丰 from o)), and calculate delay factor from eqn. 2.
x) estimaie attenuation factors from eqn. 9 with the estimated zeros in ix)

* m 쎄」席으쓰으니 (仇)
“产兄(0 + ；叩)2/" “％ I 2 (Tib)

where m is the row dimension of H、 
eigenvalues larger than zero, u, is the ith 
卩,in previous iteration and 兄 is the variance

n is total number of 
eigenvector of H, 〃也 is 
of noise.

Ta미e 2. Multipath parameter estimation procedure using simplified MORSE
i) create FBLP data matrix H and h vector in eqn. 5. and calculate the

SVD of H as VEU* ________________________________________
ii) estimate noise variance 兄，from the least eigenvalue larger than zero in

the eigenvalues of data matrix H as e이n 12.______________________
iii) calc니late regularization factor p, by eqn. 10 with eigenvector u, and r 

for all eigenvalues.
iv) inverse matrix with the regularization factors by eqn. 11 and estimate 

spectrum tw).
Iv) increase 兄 to 兄=兄+8<元，estimate p, for all eigenvalues and update
I spectrum Pd <w).
vi) test convergence between past log spectrurr and updated log spectrum.
Ivii) repeat v) and vi) until the 七 spectrum converges.
\vni) estimate zeros 了“ and calculate delay factor from eqn 2.
ix) esr^>- .“e attenuation factors from eqn. 9 with the estimated zeros in viii)

Table 3. Comparison between the SVD-Prony based method and the MORSE 
based method

MORSE based method SVD-Prony based method

governing 
equation h=HA
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solution "，辱쏨｝"'

eigenvalue 
truncation

The for signal eigenvalue is
much smaller than the 
corresponding eigenvalue.
The s for noise eigenvalue is 
much larger than the
corresponding eigenvalue or 
infinite.

This is a special case of the 
proposed method:
The fi, for signal eigenvalue is 
*0'.
The p, for noise eigenvalue is 
infinite.

remarks

This method can truncate 
eigenvalues by observed data.

This method can truncate 
eigenvalues by a priori 
information of the number of 
receiving rays

IV. Sim비ation

To examine the performance of the proposed alg
orithms, we compare the performance of these 
algorithms with that of SVD based algorithm with 
known number of rays. In the experiments we have 
considered a four-path channel with A\ = 1, Di = 2TS, 
& = 0.9, £)2 = 6Ts, A3 — 0.8, D3 — 11 T.s, A4 — 0.7, £)4 — 
16TS, where A is the attenuation factor of the z'-th 
path, Ts is sampling interval and Di is the delay fac
tor of the z-th path. In the experiments, we assumed 
that M = 64 and N = 24.

refer now 50 trials of the previous experiments 
under the different SNR. The performances are 
evaluated in terms of the sample normalized mean 
integrated square error £ on the reconstruction of 
the multipath channel transfer function [2]:

히 [7回/)|面

£=----- 1--------------------
[1/2T* lH(/)|2d/
J 0 

(13)

where H(f) is the true transfer function, H(/) is the 
reconstructed transfer function in the band \ f\ <>

디g. 1. Attenuation factors and time delay estimates by 

the proposed algorithm in 15dB SNR

흥̂

Fig. 2. Sam미e normalized mean integrated square error e 

versus SNR 

-the MORSE based method

—x- - the simplified MORSE based method

————the SVD based method

Figure 1 presents the result referring to single 
trial of SNR= 15dB. To carry out a statistical per- 
formsince analysis of the considered algorithms, we
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1/2T、，in which Ts is sampling interval, and E i } 
denotes sample mean. Figure 2 presents the beha
vior of e versus SNR for the proposed algorithms 
and the SVD based algorithm respectively. The per
formance of the proposed algorithms is equivalent 
to that of the SVD based algori나im with the known 
number of rays, even though the proposed algor
ithm has no information of the number of rays. Fig
ure 2 also 아lows that the simplified MORSE algor
ithm does not degrade the performance of the 
MORSE based algorithm.

V. Conclusions

The problem of estimating multipath channel 
parameters has been considered. Two MORSE based 
algorithms have been presented. It exploits the 
modified regularization to obtain channel estimates 
without any prior information of the number of 
received rays.

The performance of the considered algorithms has 
been evaluated in terms of sample mean integrated 
square error on the reconstruction of the multipath 
channel transfer function. It is shown that the per
formance of the proposed algorithms without any 
prior information of the number of rays is almost 
equivalent to that of SVD based algorithm with prior 
information of the number of rays.
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